
Ninja Range Briefing 

It is important for us to review a few issues for you so you will enjoy our facilities and 

avoid safety issues which may result in a loss of privileges at our facilities.  

1) The Four Rules are actually carved in stone

a. ALL guns are ALWAYS Loaded
b. Never Let the muzzle cover anything you are not
willing to destroy
c. Keep your finger off the trigger until your sights
are on target
d. Be sure of your target (and what is beyond it)

2) We have additional muzzle restrictions at our range to the west and to the north.

This includes your unloaded guns because from several hundred yards away,

nobody can tell if the gun is unloaded. Especially the pilots.

3) Range Etiquette: Nobody wants to see your muzzle on a gun range. DO NOT

turn up-range and move with your muzzle sweeping sideways or at the aircraft.

Keep your muzzle pointed into a backstop or into the ground.
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4) Stay inside the side berms of the range you are using. You may not shoot 75

yards at a 25 yard range without coordinating your activity with the office first.

Conversely, you may not shoot 25 yard targets from the overhang on the 500.

Maintain the use of good common sense.

5) Each uncovered bay has a Safe Area on one side berm. They are for function

testing your gun and bagging it up to leave. NO AMMO is to be handled at a Safe

Area.

6) Target Height is Important! Every shot fired needs to come to a final rest inside

our range. Don’t scoff. If your plan is to shoot prone or otherwise near the

ground, do not place your head shot targets so the shots go over the backstop.

Keep your targets down. Err on the side of caution.

7) Your vehicle is not a clearing barrel. Use a berm & watch your muzzle.

8) Be mindful of others on the range that may see you as an example for their own

range conduct. Set the example rather than be the problem.
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9) We have pistol only steel here on several ranges. We have Rifle Rated steel on

other ranges. They are not interchangeable. If you decide to burn a hole in our

steel, congratulations. You just bought it.  It will look great in your living room.

The same goes for our barriers and target stands. See our price list and deposit

requirements.

10) The bays with wood covering the side berms may not be shot at directly by more

than a 30 degree angle. See the range office to get a copy of the easy to use

template that the range officers use to keep your common sense in check.

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the guidelines and rules 

regarding range rentals at Homestead Training Center. I understand that I am 

responsible to ensure these rules are followed.  

  _______________ 
 Date 

______________________________ 

Acknowledged        

______________________________ 

Member Number   
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